I'm not sure if you know this, but smartphones are super powerful computers that allow us to do just about anything we want. One of those things is texting. You can send and receive text messages (or SMS) with someone on the other side of the globe and never leave your house! Now, there's a lot we can do with SMS; for example, you can play games like "texting people" and send funny photos back
and forth or share important information like your phone number or address or birthday. But often times when someone texts you, they'll include an activation code... ... which you need to type in before your phone will actually work. This is usually easy since most links and emails will tell you the text and/or activation code for whatever service they're trying to sell you (like buying a cell phone or
upgrading your data plan), but I'm sure you've also received text messages from some weird people whose numbers you can't remember ever seeing before, like the guy who texts one day asking if "you're ready" and then "forgetting" about it. He's not the only one; these things happen all of the time. So I've decided to put together a simple list of activation codes from T-Mobile, Verizon, AT&T and
Sprint so you can have them when you need them. The reason you might want to have these codes is that sometimes when someone gives you an activation code to a website or service, they might accidentally give you the wrong one since they're just looking at a small phone screen. And it's easy for them to mess up 3 numbers where it really matters... ... especially if they're trying to sell you
something. Anyways, here are the codes I have collected for you... -T-Mobile- ATTMAXX3AAA - T-Mobile activation code only works on the following model phones: iPhone 4S/4, iPhone 5/5C/5S, iPhone 6/6+, iPhone 6/6+ Plus, LG G3 P710, LG G Pro 2 P8888, HTC One M8 GSM/GPRS, LG G3 P880, LG Nexus 5X P9500_21_22_BASE_US_24.2.B27.Custom ROM 3.14.605. 5, Lumia 435,
HTC J X9, T-Mobile Galaxy S4 G9287_AC_UL_KDZJA.zip - this is a custom ROM with root and custom kernel that allows you to install xposed, magisk and other mods that root isn't available for. A little known feature of this ROM is that you can use it to activate a non-T-Mobile phone with a T-Mobile account. It basically tells the phone to treat your phone as if it were a T-Mobile phone. I've
gotten at least 3 people with AT&T phones using this ROM with success. This page has the URL/Link for the page for this particular ROM: http://forums.
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